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Environment

I have to admit that I come from the “old school.” I was born
and raised on mainframes, and centralization and automation

were the battle cries of the era. When I started working with networked
Windows servers, I was a bit overwhelmed at the prospect of manag-
ing hundreds of machines rather than a single mainframe. It seemed
like the smaller the machine was, the larger the management process.

One of the issues I faced while building a Windows-based network
was monitoring application processes. For example, at a predeter-
mined time, one Windows server would shut down an application
service and copy certain files to a second Windows server. This second
Windows server would run a few BAT files using the copied files as
input. After the second server processed the files, it would send files
containing consolidated data to yet another server. Whenever any
type of error occurred in this process, I had to check multiple servers
to determine where the error occurred. What I needed was a common
SYSLOG that I could browse to monitor the progress of these BAT
files and to determine when and where errors occurred.

I decided to establish a single Windows 2000 Server as an
application-logging repository. In my shop, we already have auto-
mated processes to monitor, back up and clean the Windows 2000
Event Log files, so it was imperative that the application logging
process utilize the Windows 2000 Event Log service to store the
status and error messages generated by the various application
processes. If I could not use the Windows 2000 Event Log, I would
have to maintain the monitoring, backup and pruning of my own
log files (not a pleasant undertaking).

Because I use the Windows 2000 Event Log service as a repository
of application messages, I needed to find a convenient method to
write records to the Event Log of a central Windows 2000 Server

from application BAT files and scripts (such as Perl and VBScript).
After a bit of investigation, I found the answer in the Windows
2000 Resource Kit. This kit contains a utility named logevent.exe.
You pass information to logevent.exe and it takes this information
and writes it to the Event Log of a specified Windows 2000 Server.
The exact command syntax of logevent.exe is shown in Figure 1.
Give it a try. Enter the following command on a Windows 2000
machine that has logevent.exe installed:

logevent -r ProdJobs -s I -e 0x1000 “My Message Here”

Open the Event Viewer and look in the Application log for the
record created by logevent.exe. You should see a record similar to
the one shown in Figure 2. Notice that in the error description box
there are several lines of text stating that the description for the
event cannot be found. This occurs because there is no message file
for the “ProdJobs” source. If you are proficient in C++ you can
create a custom message file to eliminate these error lines.

I needed each application BAT file or script job to log several
pieces of information to the central Windows 2000 Event Log. This
included such information as:

● starting date and time of the BAT or script file

Function: Log a User Event to EventLog Registry

Usage: logevent [-m \\MACHINENAME] [-s Severity] [-c CategoryNumber] 
[-r Source] [-e EventID] [-t TimeOut] “Event Text”
Severity is one of (S)uccess, (I)nformation, (W)arning,
(E)rror or (F)ailure.
Source is a string (can be quoted) for the event’s source.
EventID is an integer for the event’s Event ID (0-65535).
TimeOut is the number of seconds the system waits before exit.

Default values:
If -s isn’t specified, default is “Information”.
If -c isn’t specified, default is 0.
If -r isn’t specified, default is “User Event”.
If -e isn’t specified, default is 1.
If -t isn’t specified, default is 60000.

Example:
logevent -m \\server -s E -c 3 -r “User Event” -e 42 
“My message.”

Note:
Names that include space characters must be enclosed 
in double quotes.

FIGURE 1: LOGEVENT.EXE COMMAND SYNTAX 

You can use the technique illustrated
here to log the success or failure of

many different types of server-based
functions including backup jobs,
file copies, database dumps, and

service starts/stops.
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● ending date and time of the BAT or script file
● message indicating the success or failure of the BAT or script file

I developed BAT files similar to the one shown in Figure 3. The first
logevent command writes a record to the Windows 2000 Event Log of
server DPW2KAS stating that the job CPYPRD01 has started. Next,

an xcopy command is performed to copy some data from one server to
another. Then the errorlevel produced by the xcopy command is inter-
rogated. If the xcopy command ran without error, another logevent
command is issued to write a “success” record to the Event Log. If the
xcopy command failed, an error record is written to the Event Log:

Note: The errorlevels produced by xcopy are:
0 - Files were copied without error.
1 - No files were found to copy.
2 - The user pressed CTRL+C to terminate XCOPY.
4 - Initialization error occurred. There is not enough memory or

disk space, or you entered an invalid drive name or invalid syntax
on the command line.

5 - Disk write error occurred.

@echo off

logevent -m \\DPW2KAS -r ProdJobs -s I -e 0x1000 “CPYPRD01
Started”

xcopy c:\prod_data\*.txt \\servera4\g$\input /s /e

if errorlevel 1 goto abort
if errorlevel 2 goto abort
if errorlevel 4 goto abort
if errorlevel 5 goto abort

logevent -m \\DPW2KAS -r ProdJobs -s I -e 0x1000 “CPYPRD01
Ended”
goto end

:abort
logevent -m \\DPW2KAS -r ProdJobs -s E -e 0x1001 “CPYPRD01
Aborted with errorlevel %errorlevel%. PAGE SUPPORT NOW!”

:end

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE BAT FILE 

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE ERROR MESSAGE PRODUCED BY LOGEVENT.EXE 

FIGURE 5: WARNING - LOGEVENT.EXE CAN BE USED
TO SPOOF ERRORS FROM OTHER APPLICATIONS 

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE EVENT LOG RECORD WRITTEN BY LOGEVENT.EXE. 
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A sample of the error record produced by
the BAT file in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

You can use the technique illustrated here
to log the success or failure of many different
types of server-based functions including
backup jobs, file copies, database dumps,
and service starts/stops. However, there is
one issue you should be aware of when
implementing logevent.exe. You can use
logevent.exe as a spoofing tool. For example,
the following logevent.exe command will
produce a foreboding looking error message
in the Event Log as shown in Figure 5:

logevent -r ESENT -e 1000 -s E “Critical
Error occurred in SQL Server. You must
restart the server immediately”

Notice that in the error record in Figure 5, I
did not receive the error lines stating that the
description for the event cannot be found.
This is because the source ESENT has a
message file installed on the server where
logevent wrote. This makes the error mes-
sage look even more realistic. The good
news is that logevent.exe can only write to
the Application Event Log.

The Windows 2000 Resource Kits for
previous versions of Windows also included
the logevent.exe utility, however, the syntax
of the command may differ from what I
have presented here.

If you have any questions or comments on
this material, or have suggestions for future
topics, please feel free to email me at
johnj@fast.net.
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